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Enterprise business integration can take place at different distinguishable levels in an IT system and
they are data application, user interaction and business process. Different technologies and tools
can suit clearly into one of these categories. In that case, we will see change in the trend of the
industry towards IT applications. And, these applications support multiple integration levels.
Therefore, it is always reasonable and logical to design a particular integration framework for data
integration tools. This framework can help to integrate different levels of enterprise business
process integration.

Let us see various usages and benefits of data integration tools:

â€¢ Data integration provides a blended outlook of the enterprise data, which is scattered all the way
throughout the enterprise. This integrated process can be designed using a proper mixture of
dissimilar technologies and methods. Physical view of data is restricted from different data sources.
And, they are combined into an integrated data warehouse or operational data store. In that case,
data integration provides one platform by spreading data from one data to another. Combining client
data from a CRM database into an ERP database can be one example.

â€¢ Expecting any assorted overview of the business application, which is seen outside or inside the
enterprise, can be benefited by data integration. The blended structure is found by supervising and
sorting out the several kinds of events like, data, transactions and messages between several
enterprise applications. Depending upon the requirement of the integration project, business
application process goes through several phases of separate implementation skills and technologies.

â€¢User interaction integration provides users a single modified and safe interface to the business
content like, processes, data and applications. This interface also allows users to work together and
share data with each other.

These tools are designed to combine data stored in various formats to modulate a universal image,
which is accepted by different applications and tools. With the help of effective usage of tools for the
data integration, different enterprises become eligible to supervise their databases with complete
ease. Different organizations are completely dependent with the requirement to integrate with
suppliers, give real time status and access online channels to sort out customers. But, their on-
premise ERP systems might not perform well to maintain it. At that time, cloud ERP integration
starts freeing business from the inflexible ERP of the past to resist any kind of change. In a nutshell,
we can say that cloud ERP integration can save money, effort and time in the attempt for the
integration.
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